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CONFIDENTIAL REPORT

TO: Key. John B.McCormack

FROM: Sr. Catherine E. Mulkerrin

RE: Thomas Forty - Report subsequent to December 22

chronology

. DATE: January 8, 1993

i. _ - Called on December 22, 1992 Significant
_ge in tone. Feels diocese should carry on its own

investigation. He does _ot want to be named - fear of
reprisal. (Past - bad experience also in a church

re _roject - mentioned Father Groden an_j_
Tony will also contact his son _ to

persuade him no___tto give his name. Will reconnect after
holidays.

2. Archives - 12/31192 - See attached letter - No direct

allegation about _, but fact of hospitalization
in psychiatric unit (_ is French-born,)

3 Father T. Oates - 12/31/92 - Telephone conversation with CEM.
He called in T. Forty at request of B. Daily. Went over

fact that T. Forty was gone all the time from parish,
leading a double life "He came apart-wept in my
office for hours." T. Oates interpreted it, "He's

relieved." Arrangements made for St. Michael Institute,
St. Louis. In joint meeting of T. Oates, T. Forty and
counselor - recommendation was that he stay - be

hospitalized, sedated. Strong resistance - "He (T.F.)
came home with me. The report would have gone to
Cardinal Law. Institute "wrung their hands of him."

4. _ - 1-7-93 - Telephone call to CEM - conveyed to
him that we cannot have an independent investigation.
T. had checked with his son.__, who would be willing

that his name be used. _ "naively thinks his
whereabouts will not be known or discussed." CEM - told

him that we would still try to avoid using_ name

given the circumstances and Tony's _ hesitation.
through some contact knew that T. Forty is out of

the military, back in Boston. (Tony thinks this may be
a contact in Scituate.)#_has recently spoken with

his mother and feels that she was more aware of what was
happening to him in past. _ feels worse.

CEM reiterated our desire to support #_ for

counseling. CEM will locate agencies in the
Charlottesville area. _ wants someone with some

sensitivities about faith, belief. .-.
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Conf. rpt to J. McC. re: Thomas Forty 1-8-93 p.2

CEM - OBSERVATIONS. Januar7 8, 1993

i) Necessity of immediate contact with T. For_y - who will
probably turn up at Priests Personnel one of these days. He
has been looking over the scene in various parishes.

2) Without using _ name- is there not sufficient
material in a "past review" of cases to reopen need for
assessment and/or completion of original therapeutic
recommendations. (Ran this by W. Rogers - sounded OK to him)

a) letter of Forty
b) comments Oates

c) ou____rawareness of other documentation: l) housekeeper
2) Aids patient

3) No report - any chance that BCL might have anything?

Address on File:

Next of Kin: _Kathy Forty
783 East 4th Street
South Boston, MA 02127
Tel. 269-0012
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